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1551 Sister Qiao, We Won’t Go In 

“Tsk.” Qiao Nian clicked her tongue impatiently as she looked at Jiang 
Xianrou in frustration. “Jiang Xianrou, aren’t you tired of pretending all day? 
I’m tired for you even if you aren’t.” 

Jiang Xianrou’s face instantly collapsed. If not for the fact that she was 
pinching her fingernails tightly, she would have broken down on the spot and 
could not continue pretending. 

Even if she barely managed to keep her composure, she was still angered by 
Qiao Nian’s words. At the very least, she no longer had the courage to 
continue disgusting others. 

Jiang Yao walked over and called out the girl’s name. “Qiao Nian, why didn’t 
you tell me you were coming?” 

He actually didn’t mean anything else, but his words sounded like 
ostracization. 

They automatically excluded Qiao Nian from the Jiang family. 

Qin Si frowned. 

Ye Wangchuan’s eyes darkened and turned cold. 

Qiao Nian’s expression was indifferent, as if she didn’t feel anything else. “I’m 
here to look for someone.” 

Jiang Yao frowned. Then, he relaxed his brows and asked her as gently as 
possible, “Who are you looking for?” 

“Qi Yan.” Qiao Nian was concise and didn’t hide anything from him. 

The moment Qi Yan’s name was mentioned, Jiang Xianrou had the biggest 
reaction. She immediately looked over vigilantly. She opened her mouth and 
was about to refuse. 



After a short silence, Jiang Yao said to the girl before she could speak, “I’ll 
bring you in.” 

Qiao Nian raised her eyebrows and pressed down on her cap. 

She wanted to say refuse since she would definitely settle scores with Qi Yan 
today. It didn’t matter if Jiang Yao brought her in or not. It wouldn’t affect her 
decision. 

“I know which table she’s sitting at. I’ll take you there so you don’t have to find 
her yourself.” 

Jiang Yao added, “There are quite a lot of people inside. You’ll only waste 
your time searching them one by one.” 

Qiao Nian swallowed her words and glanced at him with her bright eyes. Her 
long eyelashes hid her emotions. She pursed her lips and didn’t say anything 
else. 

Seeing that she agreed, Jiang Yao heaved a sigh of relief and his brows 
relaxed. Without further ado, he turned and led the way. 

Qiao Nian stuffed a hand into her pocket and pushed her cap down, silently 
following behind him. 

Seeing that she was about to go in, Qin Si glanced at Jiang Xianrou, whose 
face was turning pale. At this moment, he said lazily, “Sister Qiao, go in. We’ll 
wait for you outside.” 

Jiang Xianrou’s mind was buzzing non-stop. She didn’t understand why Jiang 
Yao’s attitude towards Qiao Nian had suddenly changed so much. 

Before she could figure it out, she heard that Qin Si and the others were not 
going in. Her expression changed. 

“Young Master Qin, aren’t you going in?” 

Qin Si had no intention of going in. He glanced at her casually and said, 
“We’re just here to accompany Sister Qiao, not to eat. Why would we go in?” 

Zhang Yang looked down and immediately added, “Then, I won’t go in either.” 



Gu San didn’t say anything. He just stood there motionless like a wooden 
stake, making it obvious that he was not going in. 

Jiang Xianrou looked around and placed all her hopes on the remaining two 
people. 

After the previous incident, Bo Jingxing had long known about Qiao Nian’s 
relationship with Ye Wangchuan. As a smart person, he had already made up 
his mind. 

He avoided Jiang Xianrou’s pleading gaze and looked at the man standing 
beside him. He said gently, “Wangchuan, accompany Sister Qiao in. We and 
the others will wait for you here.” 

… Bo Jingxing wasn’t going in, either! 

Nodding, Ye Wangchuan walked past her and followed Qiao Nian in. 

Jiang Xianrou’s blood surged as if she had been slapped, and her ears 
buzzed. 

She had even promised the Wei family that Qin Si and the others would come. 

In the end… they were indeed here, but not to attend her welcoming banquet. 

They refused to enter. 

What could be more humiliating, more clearly delineated? 

Jiang Xianrou’s chest heaved up and down. Her nails dug deep into her flesh, 
and her vision darkened. At this moment, she wished that Qin Si and the 
others wouldn’t have come. It was better than them coming with Qiao Nian. 
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1552 Jiang Yao: Jiang Li’s Accident Is Related to Qi Yan? 

The girl turned to look at him. 



Jiang Yao was a little uncomfortable and didn’t know where to put his hand. 
He took a deep breath and continued, “A few days ago, my aunt called and 
said that you sent Yao Yu to the police station… Is this related to Jiang Li?” 

“You think it has something to do with Jiang Li?” Qiao Nian’s voice was 
slightly hoarse and mocking. She neither admitted nor denied it. 

Jiang Yao was very embarrassed and could only avoid her gaze. He turned 
his head away and said, “I’m just guessing that you’re not the kind of person 
who makes trouble out of nothing. You and Yao Yu have never even met 
before. There’s no need for you to deliberately target him as the old lady said.” 

Yuan Qing told Jiang Yao that she was deliberately targeting Yao Yu? 

Qiao Nian hummed and said casually, “Whatever she says.” 

“Qi Yan is also related to Jiang Li’s fall?” Jiang Yao looked at her with a 
burning gaze. 

Qiao Nian didn’t answer him immediately. She only looked in the direction of 
the main table. Qi Yan was still chatting and laughing. She asked calmly, 
“What would you do if so?” 

There was some silence. 

Jiang Yao was confused by her question. 

Qi Yan was Jiang Xianrou’s godmother. His mother even hoped to use Qi 
Yan’s connections for Jiang Xianrou to gain a foothold in the Pharmacy 
Association and even enter a higher circle. 

Like the illegal district. 

Or… the independent continent. 

However, would he pretend not to know about it for Jiang Xianrou’s future if Qi 
Yan was related to Jiang Li’s fall? 

Jiang Yao didn’t know what choice he would make when the time came. 

After all, the two of them were related by blood. It didn’t seem right for him to 
be stuck in the middle. 
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1553 Sister Nian: You Don’t Have to Go Over, I’ll Go Over Alone 

“Tsk.” Qiao Nian smiled again. She already knew Jiang Yao’s answer. She 
said, “Don’t follow me. I’ll go alone.” 

She had never cared for Jiang Yao and the others’ support. 

She only did what she thought was right! 

“Madam, you really know how to joke.” Shen Jingyan was chatting with Qi Yan 
for a while now. “I heard that Hengfeng Corporation plans to set up a branch 
in the country. You…” 

Before he could finish his sentence, he saw a girl walking over. He was 
stunned for a moment before shouting, “Nian Nian?! You…” 

His reaction was the same as Jiang Xianrou’s. He seemed to want to ask why 
Qiao Nian was here. 

Beside him, Wei Ling’s expression changed at the same time when she saw 
who it was. Her lips were tightly shut, and she didn’t even want to say 
anything. She tilted her head to the side. 

She didn’t dare to provoke Qiao Nian, but she couldn’t pretend that nothing 
had happened like Shen Jingyan either. 

Unfortunately, she felt that her husband taking the initiative to greet Qiao Nian 
was already giving her a way out. The girl wearing the cap and clean clothes 
didn’t even look at them. 

She didn’t even care about the people at the main table. Her aura was strong 
as she walked straight over and dragged a chair to the side to sit in front of Qi 
Yan. 

Qiao Nian’s eyebrows were cold, and her dark and bright eyes were filled with 
coldness. She was surrounded by a low aura as she threw the things she had 
brought onto the table. 

“Take a look?” 



Silence filled the room! 

They were all stunned by her arrogance. 

What-what was this situation? 

Shen Jingyan gasped in shock. Frowning, he stared at Qiao Nian. “Nian Nian, 
what are you doing? Do you know who she is? You…” 

“Who is she?” Qiao Nian’s lips curled up, her meaning unclear. Her entire 
body exuded an undisguised sharpness. 

With the reaction of a big shot, she looked at Qi Yan and wiped her eyes. 
Qiao Nian smiled and raised her exquisite chin slightly. “Oh, who are you?” 

Qi Yan could still maintain her dignified aura at first, but she almost collapsed 
at her question. Unable to catch her breath, the corners of her eyes drooped, 
and she said with a fake smile, “Miss Qiao, you’re so young, it’s normal for 
you to be impetuous. I’m just a nobody, so there’s no need for me to introduce 
myself to you.” 

“Yeah.” 

She was just being polite. Unexpectedly, Qiao Nian responded casually. 

“Hehe…” Qi Yan’s breathing was heavy and she couldn’t laugh anymore. Her 
eyes were sharp as she stared straight at the girl’s face. 

Qiao Nian wasn’t afraid of her. In fact, she wasn’t even suppressed by her 
aura. She looked at her coldly and asked, “Are you sure you don’t want to 
take a look at what I gave you?” 

On the other hand, Qi Yan felt a little suppressed by Qiao Nian’s aura. Her 
breathing became heavy for a moment. A moment later, she picked up the 
things Qiao Nian had thrown at her and started reading them page by page. 

What Qiao Nian showed her was the evidence they had found over the past 
few days. 

Page by page, the Qi family was hammered to death. 

Qi Yan flipped the pages faster and faster, and her expression became more 
and more solemn. 



Soon, she finished looking at everything. She looked up at the girl in front of 
her. Meeting the girl’s sharp gaze, Qi Yan felt that her aura had shortened by 
an inch. The first thing she said was, “Where did you get these things?” 

Then came the second sentence. “I didn’t know.” 

Qiao Nian had long known that she would say this, so she didn’t expose her. 
She nodded, looking very easygoing. “If I didn’t understand wrongly, you 
mean that Qi Lanyin did it alone.” 

All her accounts went all the way to Qi Lanyin’s account. 

Qi Yan insisted that Qi Lanyin did it. 

After all, based on the evidence, Qi Lanyin could take the blame for this 
matter alone. 

Qi Yan’s expression changed again. She looked at Qiao Nian, and her voice 
sank as she tried to hide her panic. “Qiao Nian, what are you trying to do!” 
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1554 Your Banquet Has Been Canceled. A Slap in the Face! 

She had to think. After all, something like this had happened before. 

Previously, in Country M, she had only wanted to treat Qiao Nian to a cup of 
tea. Later, Qi Rongguang almost got into a car accident and was stopped in 
public as a warning to her. 

She was beginning to regret her recklessness. 

It was mainly because Qi Yan hadn’t expected Qiao Nian to trace the matter 
back to her. In fact, it only took her a week to find out everything. 

After Qi Rongguang was stopped and warned, she thought for a long time 
before thinking about attacking Jiang Li. 

She had always felt that the Qi family had suffered so much in the illegal zone 
because her brother was too weak. 



Would Qiao Nian still dare to act if she knew that if she touched them, the 
people around her would suffer as well? 

That was what she thought. That was why she had set Jiang Li up. 

It was also a warning to Qiao Nian. 

She was used to being strong in the Qi family and Country M. This was not 
the first time she had used such a dirty trick, but this was definitely the worst 
case of her failing. 

She didn’t even know what Qiao Nian was up to. 

It was precisely because she couldn’t figure out what her opponent wanted to 
do that the feeling of panic and powerlessness kept lingering in her heart. 

“Lanyin is my niece. If you touch her—” 

She had yet to finish speaking when she was interrupted. 

“You don’t have to warn me. 

“… I believe in an eye for an eye.” Qiao Nian’s eyes turned bloodshot. “Since 
you admit that Qi Lanyin did it, fine. I won’t look for you. I’ll look for her.” 

She stood up and pulled out a chair, not giving Qi Yan a chance to speak 
again. 

However, before she left, she still turned around and said arrogantly, “Qi Yan, 
I gave you a chance.” 

Qi Yan’s heart turned cold. She stood up, feeling that she had missed 
something. 

… Qiao Nian. Qiao Nian wanted to touch Qi Lanyin! 

Qi Yan opened her mouth and blushed. 

Qiao Nian didn’t give her another chance. Her back was cool and valiant as 
she walked away without looking back. 

Jiang Xianrou had also told Tang Wanru about Qiao Nian’s sudden visit. 



Tang Wanru went to look for Jiang Zongnan. 

However, the girl had already left by the time the family rushed over. 

When Jiang Zongnan and the others came over, they only saw Qi Yan 
standing there in a daze. Her face was pale and ugly. 

No one at the main table spoke. They were all stunned, as if they had not 
recovered from what had just happened. 

“What did Qiao Nian do this time!” Tang Wanru’s face turned green with anger 
when she saw the situation. Her tone was very rude. 

Jiang Xianrou’s face also turned cold. She didn’t make it so obvious in front of 
Jiang Zongnan, but it was obvious that she was very unhappy. 

“Can’t she bear to see Xianrou succeeding?” Tang Wanru lowered her voice 
again and gritted her teeth. “It’s fine if she doesn’t come, but she ruined the 
atmosphere when she did. What does she want? Can’t she bear to see 
Xianrou doing well?” 

“That’s true. She only has the old man and Uncle in her heart. She barely has 
Jiang Li. When has she ever taken us elders seriously?” 

Tang Wanru’s words were sarcastic and harsh. 

“I really should get Uncle and Old Master to come over and take a look. These 
are the people they protect every day.” Jiang Zongnan had also expected this 
to happen, so he couldn’t say anything for a moment. 

He walked over and asked Qi Yan, “In-law, what happened?” 

There was some silence. 

Qi Yan’s mind was filled with the girl’s words. She was in no mood to pay 
attention to him, so she remained silent. 

Seeing her reaction, Jiang Xianrou frowned again. Her hatred for Qiao Nian 
deepened. 

At this moment, the manager of the Imperial Mansion walked towards them. 
He sped up when he saw Jiang Xianrou and the others. 



After a while, the manager of the Imperial Mansion walked up to them and 
said politely, “CEO Jiang, Mrs. Jiang, and Miss Jiang, the banquet you booked 
at the Imperial Mansion at noon has been canceled…” 
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1555 What’s the Difference Between Sending a Beggar Away? 

Unexpectedly, the manager spoke before he could. “CEO Jiang, I’ve already 
said what I needed to say. It’s useless for you to make things difficult for me.” 

There was some silence. 

At this moment, the manager was very easy to talk to. However, under his 
seemingly easy-going appearance, he was unyielding and did not give the 
Jiang family a chance to refuse. “How about this, President Jiang? Our 
Imperial Mansion will compensate you for the penalty fee based on your 
deposit. Do you think this is okay?” 

Jiang Zongnan’s expression changed again. He was livid and almost lost his 
temper. 

This manager was very polite, but he was rude in his politeness! 

He proposed to compensate for the breach of contract. What was the 
difference between that and dismissing a beggar? 

No matter how poor the Jiang family was, they didn’t lack this bit of money. 

Moreover, his family was reputable in Beijing. The other party’s words did not 
give him any face. 

Jiang Zongnan was so angry that he didn’t know how to deal with the 
situation. 

On the other hand, Jiang Yao went out to wash his face with cold water. When 
he returned, he realized that there was a commotion here and quickly walked 
over. 

“Dad, what happened?” 



He first looked at Jiang Zongnan, then at the manager standing respectfully 
opposite him. He asked, “Where’s Qiao Nian? Has she left?” 
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1556 A Joke in Beijing 

“I don’t know. I didn’t see her.” Jiang Zongnan shook his head. He looked 
exhausted and didn’t seem to be in the mood for this. 

“…” Jiang Yao was silent for a moment before looking in Qi Yan’s direction 
thoughtfully. However, he did not dare to think too deeply or mention his 
guess to Jiang Zongnan. 

It was still a stalemate. 

After asking Tang Wanru and figuring out what was going on, Jiang Yao 
rubbed his temples and turned to the manager. His eyes darkened as he said, 
“This is… Master Wang’s idea?” 

The other party didn’t answer directly. He only said, “Young Master Jiang, 
don’t make things difficult for me. I’m just following orders. I don’t know 
anything else.” 

Jiang Yao nodded. He knew that he wouldn’t be able to get anything out of the 
other party. He took out his phone and walked to the side. “I’ll call Young 
Master Ye and ask him.” 

The manager didn’t say anything else and didn’t urge them to settle the 
procedures. If Jiang Yao had the ability to make Master Wang change his 
words, he would immediately slap himself in the face. 

Jiang Yao’s heart sank when he saw his reaction. However, he had no choice 
but to try to plead with Ye Wangchuan. 

How else could he arrange so many guests in the banquet hall? 

He couldn’t possibly tell everyone that they’d been evicted in the middle of the 
day? 



If it really came to this today, the Jiang family’s second branch would become 
a joke in Beijing! 

Jiang Yao had met Ye Wangchuan and the others before. 

He had saved Ye Wangchuan’s number on his phone, but he was different 
from Jiang Li. He wasn’t very familiar with Ye Wangchuan and the others. He 
rarely interacted with them, so he barely called them. 

But Jiang Yao couldn’t care less at this moment. He walked to the side and 
took out the phone number in his address book. 

“Beep…” 

The call went through. It started to ring. 

Jiang Yao was slightly relieved. 

At the same time, outside the Imperial Mansion. 

The phone in the young man’s pocket vibrated. He took it out and glanced at it 
casually. He saw the caller ID of the Jiang family. 

His well-defined hand snapped. Then, he looked up and asked the girl beside 
him, “What do you want for lunch?” 

Qiao Nian pulled down the brim of her cap to hide the coldness in her eyes. 
She was rather annoyed. “…Hot pot?” 

Qin Si happened to hear it. He pricked up his ears and immediately 
interrupted, “Sister Qiao, were you transformed from chili in your previous life? 
Why do you like spicy food so much? If I didn’t know that you were from Rao 
City, I would have thought that you were from Province S.” 

Qiao Nian played with her phone as she walked with them. She held her 
phone in one hand and replied to messages quickly. Just looking at her figure 
was cool. 

Coupled with her sloppy aura, she was especially eye-catching. 

“Ah.” Qiao Nian had just finished replying to a message. She looked up at him 
and said lazily, “You don’t want to eat hotpot? Choose something you like. I’ll 
freeload off you. I’m fine with anything.” 



Although Qin Si was addicted to talking, he had long treated Qiao Nian as his 
younger sister. He turned to Zhang Yang and said, “Let’s go to your friend’s 
place. Get him to reserve a private room for us.” 

“Sure.” Zhang Yang did not refuse. 

They had already walked out of the Imperial Mansion and Gu San went to get 
the car. 

At this moment, Ye Wangchuan’s phone vibrated again. Qin Si saw him 
hanging up the phone again and couldn’t help but ask, “Master Wang, who is 
it? What’s with this serial call?” 

The other party had already died once, but he still kept calling. His brain must 
be damaged! 

At least he was shameless. 
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1557 Only a Temporary Change of Location, Face Slap 

Ye Wangchuan put his hands in his pockets. Handsome, he was just like Qiao 
Nian—eye-catching with an oppressive aura. Smiling, he replied casually, 
“Pfft, an irrelevant person.” 

Those related to Qiao Nian, such as Jiang Zongjin and Old Master Jiang, 
were all elders. 

As for those who had nothing to do with Qiao Nian, such as the people from 
the Jiang family’s second branch, he had long classified them as “irrelevant 
people.” 

He never wasted time on irrelevant people. 

Like… Jiang Yao. 

In the banquet hall of the Imperial Mansion. 

Jiang Yao called three times in a row, but the other party did not answer. He 
understood what Ye Wangchuan meant—he wouldn’t give them face! 



He took a few deep breaths and barely calmed himself down. He walked back 
with a cold and embarrassed expression and said to Tang Wanru, who was 
full of anticipation, “Mom, Young Master Ye isn’t answering the phone. Let’s 
think about how to arrange the guests.” 

Tang Wanru’s face turned green. She gritted her teeth and whispered, “It must 
be because of Qiao Nian!” 

Jiang Yao did not comment. Or rather, he no longer had the energy to care 
about these things. He rubbed his temples and looked at his sister 
sympathetically. He comforted her softly, “Xianrou, don’t… don’t think too 
much. I’ll call the nearby hotel and ask if there’s a spare banquet hall. If there 
is, you and Dad can arrange for guests to go over first.” 

There was some silence. 

Extreme humiliation surged up. Jiang Xianrou almost bit through her lips. Her 
lips were stinging, so she reluctantly pinched her fingernails and nodded 
mechanically. 

Jiang Yao patted her shoulder. He wanted to help her, but he didn’t have the 
ability. He could only helplessly contact the other hotels. 

It was already noon. There was a good chance that the other places were 
already full. 

However, Jiang Yao couldn’t think of any other way. 

He had to try. 

After he walked away. 

The people at the main table who had witnessed this unexpected situation 
were silent. 

They were all embarrassed by this situation. 

Some had even thought of an excuse to leave later. 

After all, anyone with a discerning eye could tell that Jiang Xianrou’s banquet 
had been ruined. 

Moreover, Jiang Xianrou seemed to have offended… Master Wang. 



It could be said that no one in Beijing wanted to provoke the Ye family. They 
only came to support Jiang Xianrou on the Pharmacy Association’s account. 
However, they didn’t expect that Jiang Xianrou had already fallen out with 
Master Wang. 

Anyone with a brain knew that offending Ye Wangchuan for Jiang Xianrou 
was not a good deal. 

Even with Qi Yan, this deal was still not worth it. 

Everyone was someone who could make a name for themselves in Beijing, so 
who wouldn’t be smart? 

Those who were closer to each other had long exchanged glances. They 
understood each other’s intention to find an excuse to slip away. 

Only Wei Ying, Wei Ling, and Shen Jingyan, who were at the same table, 
were extremely embarrassed. They sat there restlessly as if there were 
needles under their buttocks. 

In particular, Shen Jingyan’s well-maintained face was burning. It took him a 
long time to recover. 

When Qiao Nian had first arrived, he had taken the initiative to talk to her. He 
had greeted her and been busy saying nice things. 

He had thought that Qiao Nian would take the easy way out and give him 
some face. Unexpectedly, she did not look at him the entire time. She didn’t 
even look back when she left. 

It made his act of taking the initiative to greet her and helping Qi Yan educate 
Qiao Nian seem so… ridiculous. 

This had happened at the last minute. 

After Jiang Zongnan calmed down a little, he still had to explain to the guests. 

He reached the head table first and had just said, “Everyone …” 

Qi Yan had been tense until her phone suddenly rang. She grabbed it and 
looked down at the caller ID. 



His expression changed drastically, and she picked up the call without caring 
who she offended. “Hello, Brother.” 
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1558 I Can Do Whatever I Say! 

Was it Qi Rongguang? 

Jiang Zongnan paused and waited for the call to end. 

At this moment, Qi Yan had no heart to care about anyone else. Her mind was 
filled with Qiao Nian’s threatening words. Her heart tightened. When she 
heard Qi Rongguang’s words on the other end of the phone, she suddenly 
placed her hand on the table and stood up. “Are you talking about Lanyin…” 

They all looked at her, startled. 

Qi Yan’s expression changed, and she did not look at others. “You said that 
Lanyin was kidnapped?!” 

Everyone at the table turned to her in astonishment. 

Shen Jingyan’s mind buzzed as an alarm sounded in his head. His tense face 
changed as he was shocked. 

Lanyin… Could it be Qi Lanyin? 

He recalled that Qiao Nian had just said something about Qi Lanyin and then 
Qi Yan received such a call. 

Cold sweat broke out on his back. There was only one thought in his mind—
Qiao Nian had done it! 

He thought of the Qi family and the power behind Qi Yan. He felt a lingering 
fear. He couldn’t believe that Qiao Nian was so arrogant. 

That was the Qi family! 

Even if she was not afraid of the Qi family, what about the royal family of 
Country M behind Qi Yan? 



What about the ties between the royal family and the illegal district? 

… Didn’t she know fear?! 

She dared to challenge the entire Qi family and the forces behind them! 

Madness. What madness! 

Qiao Nian was a lunatic! 

Qi Yan was still on the phone. 

Outsiders couldn’t hear what Qi Rongguang was saying on the other end of 
the phone, but she heard it clearly. 

“I received a note from a stranger this morning. It said that they had taken 
Lanyin away. I quickly called home and asked them to look for Lanyin. As 
expected, she wasn’t at home. I sent someone to look for her usual favorite 
place, but they couldn’t find her. I couldn’t get through to her phone, and now 
her cell phone’s location has disappeared. I can’t even pinpoint her location 
with the Qi family’s satellite system. 

“She was kidnapped! 

“The other party’s so arrogant. Arrogant in every way. He clearly doesn’t think 
much of us.” 

Qi Rongguang’s tone was solemn as he said, “The only clue we have now is 
that piece of paper. I’ve taken a good look at it. I noticed a Mandala flower 
mark at the corner. Do you think it’s that organization… 

“Black Mandala.” 

The Black Mandara was a killer alliance. In the early years, it was very famous 
in the illegal district. Later on, it suddenly disappeared. 

There was no news in years. 

This situation was the same as the Red Alliance back then. The Red Alliance 
had also disappeared for a period of time, but as Sun frequently appeared on 
the black net, the Red Alliance became active again. 



And the Black Mandara organization was even more mysterious than the Red 
Alliance. It had been gone for a long, long time. Many people had only heard 
legends about it. 

Qi Yan originally thought that it was done by the Bright Gate. After all, the Red 
Alliance was a hacker organization and did not do anything like kidnapping 
and killing. 

Although she was worried at first, she didn’t expect Qiao Nian to be able to do 
anything to Qi Lanyin immediately. She even planned to arrange for a few 
more bodyguards to protect her. 

She didn’t expect… Qiao Nian to be able to do what she said. 

And she even brought up the legendary killer alliance. 

They were even more efficient at killing and robbing than she was. 

How provocative! 

Qiao Nian was too arrogant! 

Qi Yan even thought that if Qiao Nian was in front of her right now, she would 
definitely want to eat her flesh and drink her blood. 

“Brother, don’t worry. I’ll be right back!” 
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1559 Someone You Can’t Afford to Offend 

At this moment, in an abandoned chemical plant in Continent O, Country M. 

Qi Lanyin was trussed up and thrown aside. Not far from her was a hot and 
tall young woman in a black motorcycle leather jacket and pants. 

The woman looked valiant from the outside. She was very eye-catching. 

She ignored Qi Lanyin’s gaze from beginning to end and leisurely walked to 
the side to find an intact stool from the pile of junk. Then, she dragged it out 
and found a piece of paper to wipe it clean before sitting down. 



Qi Lanyin watched in horror as the other party slowly took out a small tablet 
and quickly assembled it into a small computer. She then started to surf the 
Internet in front of her. 

She bit her lip. Her eyes flickered for a long time before she finally found the 
courage to speak. “Who are you?” 

The young woman seemed to have logged into a chat app. She turned and 
glanced at her with raised eyebrows upon hearing her question. 

She didn’t even notice the open computer screen that covered her. 

“You…” Qi Lanyin struggled to see clearly, but unfortunately, she was far 
away. The other party’s small computer seemed to have an anti-peeping film 
on it. She only saw a white screen and could not see what kind of chat 
software the other party had logged in. 

She had no choice but to bite her lip again. She looked away indignantly, then 
her gaze landed on the young woman. She lowered her voice and threatened, 
“Why did you kidnap me? Do you know who I am? I advise you to let me go 
quickly. Otherwise, when my aunt and father find me here, they will definitely 
not let you off.” 

“Oh.” 

The young woman looked at her casually, as if she wasn’t intimidated at all. 
She was even in the mood to smile. 

She looked at her gently and warmly and said, “Miss Qi, have you ever 
thought that I might kill you before they find you?” 

What a gentle tone. 

Qi Lanyin was so frightened that she paled! 

“Tsk, I was only joking. Don’t worry, I don’t have the final say regarding your 
life. You can still live as long as someone doesn’t want you dead.” 

The young woman crossed her legs, her beautiful eyes darkening. Her tone 
changed. “Of course, if she wants you dead, you probably won’t be able to 
see the sun tomorrow.” 



“Who-who is the person you’re talking about?” Qi Lanyin panicked. It was 
obvious that she had never encountered such a situation before and was 
actually very afraid. 

“Hmm.” The young woman glanced at her, her red lips curving. She didn’t 
answer her directly, just said slowly, “Someone you can’t afford to offend.” 

Qi Lanyin refused to give up. She wanted to ask more, but the other party did 
not have the patience to play games with her. She reminded her 
‘considerately’, “Miss Qi, I’ll have to find you a smelly sock to shut you up if 
you continue to talk so much nonsense. Are you sure you want to continue 
asking questions?” 

Qi Lanyin had been spoiled since she was young and had developed a proud 
personality. 

With her proud nature, she would rather die than have someone stuff smelly 
socks in her mouth. 

So, her expression changed again and again before she tactfully fell silent. 

There was only this abandoned chemical plant dozens of kilometers away, 
and there were only the two of them in the abandoned chemical plant. 

After Qi Lanyin calmed down, the huge chemical plant also quietened down. 

Satisfied, the young woman turned back to her mini-computer. 

Qi Lanyin could only hear the sound of typing on the keyboard. She didn’t 
know who the other party was contacting or why she had kidnapped her… 
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On the other side, in a hot pot restaurant in Beijing. 

The bottom of the pot rolled out an alluring fragrance under the high 
temperature. The fiery red color alone was appetizing. 

Qiao Nian ate until she was 70% full, then her eating speed began to slow 
down. When she threw down her chopsticks, she rested her chin on her cold 



white wrist and casually leaned back in her chair to play with her phone. Guan 
Yan had just sent her a message. 

[Guan Yan: Boss, Qi Lanyin is in an abandoned factory. What are you going 
to do with her? Kill her or…?] 

What a ruthless person! 

Qiao Nian clicked her tongue. Holding her chin, she replied with one hand. 

[Q: Wait a little longer.] 

Soon, Guan Yan replied to her. 

[Guan Yan: OK, I’ll follow your arrangements.] 

[Guan Yan: Miss Qi is quite honest. I thought I would have to knock her out. I 
didn’t expect her to be so obedient.] 

Qiao Nian didn’t know what had happened to make Guan Yan feel that Qi 
Lanyin was ‘honest’. 

Her slender fingers tapped the side of her face. Her eyes were half-closed, 
lazy. 

She didn’t reply. Her thoughts were scattered. 

In a way, Qi Lanyin was indeed an ‘honest person’. At least compared to Qiao 
Chen and Jiang Xianrou, Qi Lanyin was much more sensible. 

It had been the same in the illegal district before. 

Once Qi Lanyin realized that she was at a disadvantage, she would not blindly 
argue no matter how angry she was. 

Very sensible. 

Just as Qiao Nian was thinking this, her phone buzzed again. 

Pulled back to the present, she looked down at the new message on her 
phone. 

This time, it wasn’t Guan Yan. It was Slim Waist Control. 



He was talkative as usual. 

Gossip. 

He sent her a bunch of stuff. 

Qiao Nian finished reading ten lines at a glance. He had sent seven or eight 
lines of text. In summary, everything could be resumed to one sentence—[The 
Black Mandala has reappeared!] 

Qiao Nian’s lips twitched. Her body was very honest. She clicked away from 
his profile picture and ignored him. 

She hadn’t forgotten that the last few times she had revealed her identity was 
because of someone’s big mouth! 

If he knew that the Black Mandala was related to her and Guan Yan, Qiao 
Nian couldn’t imagine how she would be exposed completely. 

Slim Waist Control always had countless ways to expose her! 

So, it was best not to tell him. 

Qiao Nian was playing with her phone lazily after her meal. Qin Si was almost 
full as well. He put down his chopsticks. 

He glanced in the direction of the girl and immediately thought of something. 
He asked, “By the way, Master Wang, Sister Qiao, do you know about the 
Black Mandala?” 

Qiao Nian was speechless. 

Ye Wangchuan noticed that the girl stopped playing with her phone and 
looked in Qin Si’s direction. 

He also put down his chopsticks and wiped the corner of his mouth elegantly. 
His voice was low and pleasant. “What about it?” 

“The Black Mandala has reappeared.” Qin Si was very keen to share the 
gossip. He immediately explained to Zhang Yang and the others in high spirits 
what the Black Mandala was about and how it appeared and disappeared. 



In the end, he emotionally said, “Recently, the illegal district has become more 
and more lively. Many forces that used to keep a low profile have appeared 
recently. I can’t stand it anymore.” 

Wasn’t it because there were too many people looking for trouble recently? 

Ye Wangchuan’s eyes darkened as he leaned lazily back in his chair. His 
shoulders relaxed and he looked noncommittal. 
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